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WELCOME
It goes without saying that
we love video games here at
Wireframe magazine, but we
also love the stories behind
games almost as much.
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How the director of BioShock 2
is finally realising a game idea
he first had over a decade ago
with The Blackout Club. How
a solo designer’s affection for
3D platformers inspired him
to spend years making one of
his own. How Alien vs Predator
was coded for the Atari Jaguar
in a small terraced house
in Yorkshire.
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Attract mode
06. The Blackout Club

BioShock 2 director Jordan Thomas
talks us through his new co-op game

10. Making a monster

The makers of Monster Boy on the
game’s four-year development
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Interface
18. A
 dapting tabletop RPGs
How analogue RPGs like Cyberpunk
2020 become video games

44. The art of Mega Man

How Capcom’s platform hero has
moved with the times

Toolbox
28. FPS level design

Learn the basics of shooter level
design with Half-Life 2

30. CityCraft

How understanding city functions
results in better game design
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Rated
56. Red Dead Redemption 2
Rockstar’s epic horse opera has one
foot in the past

58. Fist of the North Star

Sandbox adventure Lost Paradise
really packs a punch

12. Battlefield V

48. Save me Mr Tako

32. Source Code

60. Call of Cthulhu

16. Incoming

50. Hideo Kojima

34. Maths of balance: part 2

61. Space Hulk: Tactics

Director Lars Gustavsson talks
pre-release anxiety and anticipation
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In this issue alone you’ll find
several fascinating ones: how
a young French student started
coding a 2D platformer for fun
in his spare time and wound
up at the Tokyo Games Show
and catching the eye of an
independent publisher.

Giant spiders, small town murder,
and man-eating sharks

An indie game’s path from Japanese
restaurant to Nintendo eShop
A profile of Japan’s foremost
video game auteur

The simple yet effective AI behind
Galaxian’s angry aliens

Exploring how maths governs
matchmaking and economics

You’ll find all these personal
stories and more in Wireframe
issue 2 – and, unsurprisingly,
we’re hungry to hear more
of them. So whether you’re a
solo developer working on a
tiny passion project or at the
helm of a huge triple-A game
at a major studio, we want to
learn more from the people
behind the code: how they got
into the industry, what inspires
them, and what their individual
experience of making games
is like.
If you have a story to tell, then
drop us a line at wfmag.cc/hello.
We’d love to hear from you.
Ryan Lambie
Editor

Cyanide’s RPG lacks polish but drips
with cosmic horror

A violent turn-based tactics game
shoots wide of the mark
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